
 

Dear friends of St. Agnes Parish, 

 

Sometimes people get the impression that seminary is a boring place to be. They 

think seminarians pray, study, work, and that’s it. They compare it to the old time 

boarding schools that had cranky headmasters and teachers with rulers. While it is 

true that our professors can get cranky, seminary in no way reflects those old 

boarding schools. We study, pray, and do our work, but we also let down our hair 

once and a while. Last weekend was one such occasion when the seminarians let 

loose and had some fun. 

Last Friday, the seminarians from St. Augustine's packed into cars and 

headed down the 401 to St. Peter's seminary in London. St. Peter's was hosting a 

weekend competition consisting of seven events ranging from basketball to a 

scavenger hunt through the city. St. Augustine's arrived with high hopes of taking 

home some trophies, but as the weekend continued, we realized that St. Peter's was 

stiff competition. 

We began the weekend with a victory in basketball and our superiority in 

sports was further manifest by our 9-1 victory against St. Peter’s in hockey the 

following day. However, sports were not the only events of the weekend. There 

were other events that required more brains than braun, and it seems we left our 

brains in Toronto. We lost the Jeopardy challenge, which consisted of questions 

about the Bible, theology, Church history, and pop-culture. We also came up short 

in the improv challenge. We were asked to create a skit with only 30 seconds of 

preparation. Apparently some of us cannot act. The closest and most engaging 

event of the weekend was the homiletic challenge. 

The homiletic challenge required each seminary to provide three men who 

would prepare a homily on a reading of their choice. The homilies were then 

delivered, and a panel of judges consisting of one priest and two laypeople gave 

feedback to each homilist and assigned them a score. This event allowed each 

seminary to showcase the skills and talents of the future preachers of the Church. 

All the homilies were exciting, engaging, energetic, inspiring, and informative. The 

homilies were also short (4 min) which make them more focused and clear. 

This event was an opportunity for seminarians who weren’t participating to 

hear excellent preaching and understand what makes for a good homily. We 

learned the different delivery methods to get a message across, and the various 

rhetorical devices used to make homilies memorable. As for the laypeople that 

watched the event, they were given hope that the next generation of priests are 

going to be quality preachers. Our seminaries understand the need for good 

preachers and are preparing us well for this future ministry. By the end of the 

homiletics challenge, everyone had learned something, and in that way, all were 



winners. But ultimately only one seminary could win. When the last homily was 

given and the scores were totaled,  

St. Augustine's was declared the winner. 

We took the trophy for the homiletics challenge as well as the basketball and 

hockey games, but we came up short in everything else. When the weekend came 

to a close we were exhausted, sleep deprived, and voiceless from cheering, but we 

were proud of what we had accomplished. The weekend was an opportunity to get 

out of Toronto, make some new friends, and enjoyed ourselves. We will be back 

next year, and we hope to do better. But no matter how we do, it will be an 

enjoyable weekend that shows how study, prayer, and work, are not the totality of 

seminary life; every now and then we like let down our hair and have some fun. 

 

God Bless, 

 

David Reitzel 

November 2012 


